The article is dedicated to the current issues of the impact of monetary policy on the development of the banking system of Ukraine in times of war. The main trends in the use of monetary policy instruments, such as changes in the discount rate, are considered, and the dynamics of capital adequacy ratios of domestic banks during wartime are analyzed. The activities and role of the National Bank of Ukraine in stabilizing the banking system during wartime are investigated. In practice, the National Bank of Ukraine has implemented a series of proactive measures to ensure the stability of the banking system. It is determined that there is an acute need to implement additional financing channels or expand credit programs through the use of preferential interest rates, compensatory instruments, guarantee resources to support veterans, relocation, land demining, energy efficiency, exports, and the processing industry.
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Formulation of the problem. The Ukrainian banking system has faced enormous challenges due to the onset of Russian aggression and the destructive war against our country. Despite potential problems, banks are gradually adapting to the new conditions. For the second year now, Ukraine has been actively fighting not just against an aggressive Russian neighbor who unjustifiably invaded the territory of our sovereign country. During this time, the financial system operates stably and predictably thanks to the active work of the national banking system.

Fortunately, the country’s financial system was able to withstand this challenging time. The National Bank set the official exchange rate of the hryvnia, introducing a series of restrictions on foreign currency transactions and raising the discount rate to stimulate inflationary processes.

Analysis of the latest studies, in which the solution to the problem was initiated. The engagement of financial instability and the rule of central banks in its stabilization and particular relevance in the works of Halimon T. [1], Sytnyk N. S., Stasyshyn A. V., Blaschuk-Devyatkina N. Z., Petyk L. O. [2], Doro- shenko N. O., Doroshenko O. G. [3], Slutsky B. [4]. The mentioned authors have contributed to the development of practical aspects of improving monetary policy. Despite publications on this issue, there is insufficient research among scholars regarding Ukraine’s experience in wartime conditions and its impact on the Ukrainian banking system.

The purpose and objectives of the research. The aim of the article is to examine the state of the banking system and monetary policy in Ukraine and their impact of the war. The task is to investigate qualitative changes in monetary policy implementation and their effects on the economy of Ukraine and the banking system.

Highlighting previously unresolved parts of the overall problem.

In the current conditions of war in Ukraine, the chosen topic becomes complex and very relevant for research, generating significant interest among scholars. Since the beginning of the full-scale war, topics related to this issue have been actively discussed at scientific conferences, but due to limited time, few in-depth theoretical studies have been conducted. In practice, the National Bank of Ukraine has implemented a series of proactive measures to ensure the stability of the banking system. However, despite this, the demand for banking services has deteriorated, banks have limited currency operations, and public trust in banks has decreased.

Presentation of the main material. Monetary policy, which is in accordance with the economic strategy, aims to achieve stability in employment levels and prices, economic growth, and balance of payments. This is achieved through control of the monetary system and efforts to influence expenditure flows. The primary monetary policy objective is to strengthen the purchasing power of the national currency, prevent inflation, and maintain a stable exchange rate, while controlling sustainable economic growth and achieving other strategic goals. The central bank, as the national financial institution, monitors the risks and vulnerabilities of the country’s financial system. The central bank pursues strategic goals of monetary policy such as reducing the inflation rate, ensuring a stable currency exchange rate, achieving balance of payments equilibrium, and increasing employment levels. To achieve these goals, the bank selects and develops a monetary strategy.

As a potential economic regulator, the Central Bank employs various instruments to conduct monetary policy and achieve its strategic objectives. Among these instruments, it is worth noting the discount rate, refinancing, open market operations, currency interventions, and reserve requirements. The discount rate alters the cost of borrowing for banks and is a key tool for regulating the money supply. Refinancing allows banks to obtain funding from the central bank, thus supporting their own liquidity. Open market operations involve the central bank adjusting the money supply by buying and selling securities in the open market.

The reduction of the National Bank’s discount rate from 25% to 15% is one of the key moments that influenced the stability of the banking system over the past year. The positive outcomes of this step include stimulating economic growth by increasing the accessibility of credit for businesses and citizens, slowing down inflation, and improving inflation expectations, which contributes to maintaining the attractiveness of hryvnia instruments for savings. Another important factor is ongoing currency liberalization, particularly the easing of currency restrictions and a return to flexible exchange rate formation.

This strengthens the National Bank’s ability to ensure price and financial stability, as well as long-term economic growth. The success of this policy contributes to reducing pressure on the exchange rate and avoiding new emissions.
The regulator's balanced and professional policy was a significant factor in maintaining financial stability in 2023. The National Bank was clear and predictable, which helped avoid panic sentiments that could have arisen against the backdrop of the mental "swings" often occurring during wartime.

In 2022, despite Russia's energy terrorism, the banking sector operated steadily. Banks continued to restore their branch networks in liberated regions and maintained depositor confidence. Client funds increased, particularly seeing a sustained growth in long-term deposits by the population and at a faster pace in foreign currency. The net loan portfolio decreased due to suppressed demand and increasing losses from credit risk. The proportion of non-performing loans continued to rise [6]. Despite significant provisions made, the sector achieved quarterly and annual profits. This was facilitated by further growth in interest and commission income. The banking system endured, swiftly adapting to operate in conditions of prolonged full-scale war, demonstrating operational resilience, liquidity, and profitability [7]. This was achieved thanks to reforms carried out in previous years, efforts by the banks themselves, timely actions, and support from the National Bank. "POWER BANKING" – the name of the joint project with banks on the continuity of financial services – is a fitting definition of the resilience of the banking system, its ability to cope with all challenges and risks, readiness, and availability of financial resources for the country’s recovery [5]. The National Bank eased a number of regulations for commercial banks. These measures, with the exception of a few market participants, allowed stabilizing the operations of banks, encouraging them to change their business models, and also focus available resources on lending to sectors crucial for the Ukrainian economy with state support.

The onset of the destructive war forced Ukrainians to change priorities in banking services and seek the most convenient options for accessing banking services, particularly concerning internally displaced persons and those citizens who were forced to leave abroad. Banks are interested in creating more user-friendly websites and mobile applications for citizens, investing in the digitization of banking operations. In fact, the process significantly accelerated during the COVID-19 crisis, but the onset of full-scale war also stimulated this work to ensure the safety of both employees and clients.

Another task that the NBU faced at the beginning of the war was ensuring the continuous operation of the banking system and its further approach. Therefore, on February 24, 2022, the National Bank adopted a resolution stating that banks continued to provide services to clients, ATMs were stocked without any restrictions, trading on the Ukrainian currency market was suspended for sales, for foreign currency transactions for clients, and an official exchange rate was approved as of February 24, 2022 [3]. This resolution ensured the uninterrupted operation of the banking system and reduced panic among the population, which contributed to increasing trust in the NBU. With the improvement of the economic situation in Ukraine, the NBU began to lift restrictions and introduce new changes to ensure the functioning of the banking system.

The Cost-to-Income Ratio (CIR) in the fourth quarter of 2022 was 39.8%, compared to 53.8% in the corresponding period of the previous
year. In 2023, the National Bank conducted an assessment of the stability of Ukraine’s largest banks after a year-long hiatus caused by a full-scale invasion [5]. Despite significant provisions, the banking sector reported a profit of UAH 24.7 billion for the year 2022. Most banks maintained high operational efficiency. Interest income continued to grow, while attacks on energy infrastructure moderately affected commission income dynamics. Profit from foreign currency operations supported the increase in operating income [5,8].

Based on the assessment of bank stability, only five banks have been found to exceed the minimum level of capital adequacy ratios, and only three of them have risks of fully losing capital within a three-year horizon. The stability assessment has indicated sufficient capital reserves and a high level of overall system resilience. Twenty banks, collectively holding over 90% of the sector’s net assets, have passed the assessment. Next year, banks and the National Bank of Ukraine will focus on conducting an independent assessment of asset quality if security conditions permit, as stipulated in the IMF Memorandum. The methodology for this assessment will also be developed with the assistance of external experts. It will include both baseline and adverse macroeconomic scenarios [9].

Comfortable remote servicing for many Ukrainians who are forcibly abroad is not a luxury but a necessity in wartime conditions. This is because currently there are no representations of Ukrainian banks in EU countries for citizens to approach. Therefore, the only option left is remote cooperation.

Conclusions. However, despite stabilizing operations, there are still numerous risks and challenges that banks find difficult to manage in times of war. They are compelled to take radical steps to adapt to the new complex realities. This includes reducing the number of branches, increasing requirements for debtor clients, and moving away from long-term and medium-term strategies in favor of short-term planning. Those banks that will continue to improve their connection with Ukrainians despite thousands of kilometers of distance will be able to expand their client base and increase profits from credit and deposit operations by attracting market participants who cannot quickly digitize and will lose their competitive advantage. Significant attention should be paid to the restructuring of loans for clients affected by military aggression from Russia, which should be one of the priorities for banks in 2024. There is an acute need to implement additional financing channels or expand credit programs through the use of preferential interest rates, compensatory instruments, guarantee resources to support veterans, relocation, land demining, energy efficiency, exports, and the processing industry.
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